
Hello,  

Welcome to Apollo's mobile app reporting. Here's a quick video 
to show the mobile app in action. 

This letter provides you with information into our mobile app 
reporting system and how to navigate the site: 

Your Username is: your employee # 
Your Password is:  The first initial of your first and last name (lower 
case) + the last 4 digits of your SSN#. 
To Access Your account on the web portal and access your “currently 
assigned work”: 

(this site works best with Google Chrome)  

Step 1: Go to the "Mars" log in on our Employee portal @: 
apolloretailportal.com

Step 2: Enter your Username and Password. Click 'Log-In'.  

You will first be directed to your “currently assigned work”. 

In the “Reporting Requirements, Tasks to Complete” column, of your COTY OOS shift; will be a hyper-link 
that will open the mobile reporting application. 

Click on the hyper-link and launch the mobile app.  Enter your Username, password and the store # - 
then click submit. 

The home page opens, please select “Location”. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0FFF61Ai7o&list=PLdWfaRei9-cSRubdozQZwfocdf_eV0dzL&index=4&t=1s
apolloretailportal.com


All chains with the store number you entered, that appear in your scheduled shifts, will be displayed.  
Select the correct chain for the reporting.  More often than not, only one chain will be displayed.  Below, 
the demo has two assignments for store 19; one in Meijer and one in Target.  This demo is using Meijer 
19. Select the correct line and move to the next window.

The App will display the location address and phone number.  Confirm it’s the location you are reporting 
on.  Click on the link and move to the confirmation window. 



In the final location confirmation window, the shift id is displayed.  To confirm, click on the line and 
move to “shift tasks” window. 

3 Tasks for each brand involved in the activity – this demo is Cover Girl only: 

1. UPC entry of OOS Cover Girl cosmetic items.
2. UPC entry of Cover Girl cosmetic items you stock, from the back-stock.
3. UPC entry of Damaged Cover Girl cosmetic items in the set.

FYI; COTY owns; Cover Girl, OPI, Rimmel, Sally Hansen and Spectrum.  Depending on the activity you will 
be servicing one or more of these brands. 



1 Survey for the activity. 

The best approach to the visit: 

1. Sign in to vendor log and ask to speak to the cosmetic manager.
2. Find the cosmetics aisle and locate the brand you are working on, for this demo it’s “Cover Girl”.
3. Take two photos of the Cover Girl set, one from the left side and one from the right side.  Save

those as you will insert them into the survey.
4. If there are any loose CG items setting on the base deck or fixtures, put them in their home

within the set.
5. Complete Task 1 – enter the OOS items into the “task reporting” module.  Click on that line to

open the task details module.

 Enter the last four digits of the UPC, from the shelf tag.  Shown below, is a Meijer shelf
tag, the UPC is listed above the order bar code.



As you enter the digits, all possible matches to the entry appear.  Once you get to 4 digits, only one 
remains.  Select it and the item will move below to the “Already Scanned Items”.  Once an item is 
scanned in, you cannot duplicate it, in the same Task.  Continue to enter all of the OOS items, until you 
are finished will all OOS reporting. 

 

The circle with the X, to the right of the product listing, allows you to delete an item you selected. 

Return to the tasks list by selecting the tasks back arrow.  There will now be a green check mark next to 
the OOS item reporting on the tasks menu. 

 

 It’s a good idea to sync after each task and after the survey. 
 

6.  Complete Task 2.  Next up is the Stocking portion of the visit.  You will need to either gain 
access to the backroom, or have the store bring out the back-stock.  We stock out all items, that 
will fit on the pegs and in the fixtures – regardless if they are OOS or not.  Each item will need to 
be entered in the task detail for “Backfill Item Reporting”.  It is the same UPC lookup process, as 
the OOS entries. 

 

*** Note, if you have zero items to report for any of the 3 tasks – enter 999. 



 

7.  Complete Task 3 – scan in any damaged product that might be in the set. 
8. Once all three tasks have been completed, you will have 3 green check marks and can move on 

to the survey reporting. To do this, select “report menu”.  If needed, you can reenter the tasks 
to add additional UPCs for any of the 3 task types. 

 

9.  Complete the survey.  Start by selecting the survey line and opening the survey module. 

 

 Only one survey will be displayed, select it to open the survey detail.  Scroll down to the 
survey question and begin reporting. 



 

 

 After each answer, select next.  Once you do that a new question becomes available to 
answer.  Below, we have answered yes to #1 and have uploaded the left side of the CG 
set. 

 

 

 The before photos have already been taken, before you began.  Upload those where 
they are asked for.  You will be asked to upload “after” photos, you can do that while in 
the survey. 



 You will also be asked to take 1 photo of all damaged items, if any. 
 Work through the survey until complete and submit. 

 

 

Once submitted, it’s time to sync – select the sync function. 

 

Once the sync is completed, select “Locations”.  

 

You will need to confirm the location again and you will end up at the “Shift Tasks” again, now with 
green completion checkmarks for Tasks and Survey.  With those complete, the application will give you 
access to the “check in/out” function to report your payroll. 



 

Enter your completion date, select the time in and out.  When click on any of the response bars, a blue x 
appears to the far right – use it to zero out lunch in and out. 

 

Finish the time card questions, as you would with any shift, sign and submit. 



Once done, you will have all green check marks and you can sync one final time. 

Once the sync is complete, you can logout. 


